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Abstract. DataGraft is a platform for Open Data management. It has the goals
to simplify and speed up the data publishing process and to improve the reliability and scalability of the data consumption process. This demonstrator provides
a summary of the key features of the current DataGraft platform as well as simple demo scenario from the domain of property-related data.
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Introduction

DataGraft has the goal of providing tools and approaches for easier and lower-cost
publication and reuse of Open Data (and Linked Data in particular). The lifecycle for
publishing Open Data typically involves data cleaning & transformation (most often
from tabular formats), mapping to standard Linked Data models and generating a
semantic RDF graph. The resulting semantic graph is stored in a triple store, so that
applications and services can easily access and query the data. While this process is
rather straightforward, publishing and consuming of (linked) Open Data still remains
a complex and time consuming task due to a variety of reasons:
1. The technical complexity of preparing Open Data for publication is high – toolkits
are poorly integrated and often require expert knowledge;
2. There is considerable cost for publishing data and providing reliable access to it.
The required expertise & resources often become excessively high for many nonprofit organisations;
3. The poorly maintained and fragmented supply of Open Data: datasets are usually
provided through disconnected channels; inconsistently formatted and structured;
poorly maintained.
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The DataGraft Platform

DataGraft1 provides a cloud-based platform for open Data publishing. Its key features are:
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 Interactive design of data transformations: transformations provide feedback to
publishers on how data changes;
 Repeatable data transformations: data transformation processes often need to be
repeatedly executed as new data arrives. Executable and repeatable transformations
are a key requirement for a low cost data publication process;
 Shareable and reusable data transformations: Capabilities to reuse and extend data
transformations created by other developers further lowers the data publication
cost;
 Reliable data access: provisioning data reliably is another key aspect for the 3rd
party data services and applications built on top of Open Data.
The key enablers of DataGraft are shown in Fig. 1. Grafterizer is a front-end
framework for data cleaning and transformation. It builds on Grafter 2 , which is a
framework of reusable components designed to support complex and reliable data
transformations. Grafter provides a domain-specific language (DSL), which allows
the specification of transformation pipelines that convert tabular data or produce
linked data graphs.
Another key enabler is the semantic Graph Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) triple
store [1], which is used for accessing the Linked Data on the platform. With a database-as-a-service solution, publishers do not need to deal with administrative overheads such as installation, upgrades and maintenance, provisioning, etc.
Finally, the Open Data portal integrates the components together in a web-based
interface. The entire process of publishing data is reduced to a simple wizard-like
interface, where publishers can simply drop their data and enter some basic metadata..
Currently, the platform provides a number of visualization widgets, including tables,
line charts, bar charts, pie charts, scatter charts, bubble charts and maps.

Fig. 1. Key DataGraft components
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Demo Scenario: Publishing Property-related Data

The simple demonstration scenario will highlight the capabilities of the DataGraft
platform: transforming data by the State of Estate service for state-owned properties
in Norway and publishing the data as Linked Data. The scenario workflow is summarised in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Demo scenario

The scenario will demonstrate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interactive specification of tabular data transformations and mapping of tabular data to graph data (Linked Data);
Publication of data transformations on the DataGraft asset catalogue;
Execution and storage of transformed data on the semantic graph database-asa-service on DataGraft;
Sharing, reusing and extending user-generated content;
Querying published data from the live endpoint and visualising query results
(Fig. 3).

A visitor of the demonstration will learn how to:





Use DataGraft to for simple data transformation and publishing;
Easily create data transformations through the DataGraft’s GUI;
Share and reuse data transformations already published in DataGraft;
Run data transformations and publish the resulting data on DataGraft’s cloudbased semantic graph database;
 Access and query data published on DataGraft;
 Use DataGraft for real life applications (publishing property data).

Fig. 3. Data query and visualization in DataGraft

DataGraft is available via http://datagraft.net/ and further details can be found in [2].
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